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This Letter reports a study of the highly debated 10Li structure through the dð9Li; pÞ10Li one-neutron
transfer reaction at 100 MeV. The 10Li energy spectrum is measured up to 4.6 MeV and angular
distributions corresponding to different excitation energy regions are reported for the first time.
The comparison between data and theoretical predictions, including pairing correlation effects, shows
the existence of a p1=2 resonance at 0.45� 0.03 MeV excitation energy, while no evidence for a significant
s-wave contribution close to the threshold energy is observed. Moreover, two high-lying structures are
populated at 1.5 and 2.9 MeV. The corresponding angular distributions suggest a significant s1=2 partial-
wave contribution for the 1.5 MeV structure and a mixing of configurations at higher energy, with the d5=2
partial-wave contributing the most to the cross section.
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When approaching the driplines, continuum spectros-
copy is a demanding challenge to nuclear structure physics,
both for experiment and theory. In this respect, 10Li is a
system of prime interest to understand the transition from
bound to unbound nuclear configurations and investigate
dissolution of nuclei at the neutron dripline. For example,
knowing the ground-state dominant configuration can shine
light onto the debate about the shell inversion between the
2s1=2 and the 1p1=2 orbitals in theN ¼ 7 isotones. Studying
the unbound 10Li system is of great interest not only for
nuclear continuum dynamics but also for understanding
the formation of the two-neutron halo in 11Li [1–4]. Its
description, either in cluster models or in quasiparticle
approaches, relies in fact on the interaction between the
neutrons and the 9Li core [5].
In this Letter we report new measurements of the

dð9Li; pÞ10Li one-neutron transfer reaction performed at
ELab ¼ 100 MeV incident energy.
Previous experiments investigated the 10Li structure

through various techniques. Fragmentation from 18O
[6,7], one- and two-particle removal from 11Be, 11Li and
12B [8–13], multineutron transfer [14–19] and stopped pion
absorption reactions [20] have added significant informa-
tion to the knowledge of the 10Li nucleus thanks to their
different selectivity. Most of the studies report on the
presence of a p1=2 neutron resonance peaked at around
500–700 keV, with the possible population of the other

member of the doublet at about 100–200 keV [12,16,18].
Some of these works agreed on the presence of an s-wave
virtual state close to the threshold with a scattering length
in the range from −20 to −30 fm [7,8,10,11]. Very little
information exists on the neutron d-wave [11,15].
However, the conclusions are often weakened by poor
statistics and sometimes the quantum number assignments
are based only on the shape of the resonances measured
over a background.
In this scenario a key role is played by one-neutron

transfer reactions, which are appropriate tools for con-
tinuum spectroscopy since they probe single-neutron com-
ponents of the nuclear wave function. The dð9Li; pÞ10Li
transfer reaction in inverse kinematics was successfully
used at Radioactive beam EXperiment-Isotope Separator
On Line DEvice (REX-ISOLDE) [21] and, at about
the same time, at National Superconducting Cyclotron
Laboratory (NSCL) [22] to obtain spectral and angular
distributions for 9Liþ n continuum states. Those data were
also analyzed in [23], describing the spectral distributions
in the single particle continuum by an extended micro-
scopic mean-field approach and applying Distorted Wave
Born Approximation (DWBA) methods for the population
of unbound states in transfer reactions. However the low
statistics and the poor energy resolution prevented defini-
tive conclusions on the 10Li puzzle from being drawn.
Thus, despite the significant amount of experimental efforts
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carried out in the past, the properties of 10Li remain unclear
to such an extent that even the ground state energy and
spin-parity assignment is controversial. The 10Li level
scheme at high excitation energy is even more obscure,
due to the rather poor experimental information. The
situation is ambiguous also on the theoretical side, with
some calculations predicting a p-wave [15,17,24–26] and
others an s-wave dominance at the lowest energy [27–30].
In our dð9Li; pÞ10Li experiment, the 9Li beam intensity

(106 pps) of the TRIUMF ISAC-II facility [31], much
higher than those used in all the previous experiments
[21,22], allowed us to reconstruct the 10Li excitation energy
spectrum with almost 2 orders of magnitude higher
statistics compared to [21,22]. The recoil protons and
the 9Li nuclei produced by the 10Li breakup were detected
in coincidence by a system of highly segmented silicon-
strip detectors at the TRIUMF U.K. Detector Array
(TUDA) facility. In order to detect and identify the
9Li emitted at very forward angles θlab ¼ ½1.0°; 3.4°�,
a ΔE − E telescope made by two 500 μm thick S2-style
radial strip detectors was placed 59.6 cm downstream of a
126� 1 μg=cm2 CD2 target. The energy and emission
angle of the recoil protons were measured by the Louvain-
Edinburgh Detector Array (LEDA) setup [32] made by eight
YY1-style strip detectors arranged in a flat annular configu-
ration. LEDA was placed 9.9 cm upstream of the target to
cover the backward angular region θlab ¼ ½127°; 161°�,
corresponding to 10Li emitted within θCM ¼ ½5.5°; 16.5°�.

The beam current was measured by a Faraday cup whose
accuracywas determinedbyelastic scatteringmeasurements.
For those events where a 9Li was observed in coinci-

dence with a signal in the LEDA detectors, the 10Li
excitation energies Ex ¼ Q0-Q (where Q0 is the ground
to ground stateQ value) were obtained by the missing mass
determination based on relativistic kinematic transforma-
tions. The spectrum integrated over the covered angular
region is shown in Fig. 1. The uncertainty on the angle
(from 0.5° for the inmost strip to 1.1° for the outmost one)
and the energy resolution (30 keV FWHM for α particles
of 5.486 MeV) of the LEDA system result in an overall
uncertainty in the reconstructed excitation energy of about
200 keV (FWHM). Absolute cross sections are measured
with a systematic uncertainty of 15% resulting from
the beam current and target thickness uncertainties. The
statistical error, shown as error bars in Figs. 1 and 2, is
about 15%.
First we analyze the measured energy spectrum on

empirical grounds by using three Fano functions [33,34]
convoluted with the experimental energy resolution (Fig. 1,
inset). The Fano approach predicts a transfer cross section
of the form

σ ¼ σcont
jqþ ϵj2
1þ ϵ2

ð1Þ

where σcont denotes the transfer cross section into the
continuum and ϵ ¼ 2ðE − ErÞ=Γr is given by the energy
Er and the decaywidthΓr of the resonance. The line shape is
controlled by the Fano parameter q. Except for a phase, it is
determined by the population probability of the resonance
over the continuum component, as discussed, e.g., in
Ref. [35]. For q ≫ 1, the line shape approaches a Lorentz
curve, recovering the usually assumed Breit-Wigner spectral
distribution. Physically, that situation is met by a reaction
preferentially populating the 10Li resonant component,
thus suppressing the excitation of the nonresonant nþ 9Li
background. Applying this scheme to the measured spectral
distribution, a resonance at Er ¼ 0.45� 0.03 MeV with
Γr ¼ 0.68� 0.03 MeV and q ¼ 3.7� 0.6, together with a
second one at Er¼ 1.5�0.1MeV with Γr ¼ 1.1�0.3MeV
and q ¼ 2.1� 0.3, are extracted from the fit. At higher
excitation energies, measured for the first time in a
one-neutron transfer reaction, the data show the presence
of a third structure at Er ¼ 2.9� 0.3 MeV, with Γr ¼
2.6� 0.6 MeV and q ¼ 1.2� 0.3. It is worth noticing that
in general the energy of the resonant state in the Fano
function does not coincide with the maximum of the cross
section, which in our case is located at 0.55 MeV, 1.9 MeV,
and 3.9 MeV for the three observed peaks.
As shown in Fig. 1, the measured cross section drops to

zero near the threshold, where it is entirely well reproduced
by the 0.45 MeV resonance without any need of introduc-
ing additional near-threshold strength, as for instance in
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FIG. 1. 10Li energy spectrum for the dð9Li; pÞ10Li reaction at
100 MeV incident energy and θCM ¼ ½5.5°; 16.5°�. The curves
show the partial wave contributions obtained by theoretical
calculations, the sum of which is indicated by the solid black
line. The best-fitting sum of three Fano functions convoluted with
the experimental energy resolution is shown in the inset.
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Ref. [21]. Clearly this best fit does not rule out the presence
of other states in this region. However, if a hypothetical
low-lying state is supposed to be present under the main
resonance, its contribution to the cross section is anyhow
expected to be strongly limited. For example, by artificially
introducing a fourth Fano function centered at 0.1 MeV, the
best-fit quality is preserved if the maximum strength of this
additional low-lying state is 18% (4%) of the main-peak
one in the energy region Ex < 0.3 MeV (Ex < 4.6 MeV).
Figure 2 shows the angular distributions for the near-

threshold region Ex < 200 keV and for the energy intervals
where the three observed structures are peaked. Their
different slopes confirm the sensitivity of the measured
reaction to angular momentum transfer and thus the
possibility to extract spectroscopic information in different
regions of the excitation energy spectrum.
Excitation energies and angular distributions are com-

paredwith the theoretical predictions of themodel developed
in Ref. [23] and already used to analyze the REX-ISOLDE
results [21]. This model is based on an extendedmicroscopic
mean-field approach which includes pairing-type correla-
tions across the particle emission threshold. In fact pairing
effects from particle-particle interactions play a fundamental
role in continuum spectroscopy and strongly influence the
low-energy continuum of unbound nuclei. The problem is
adequately formulated in terms of the Gorkov equations
replacing the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) approxima-
tion by a set of coupled channels equations [23]. As a
consequence, the single particle mean-field acquires a pair-
ing self-energy which is nonlocal and energy dependent.
Continuum states are affected in a particular manner. As
discussed in detail in Ref. [23], the pairing field induces
an additional phase shift which, under appropriate circum-
stances, leads to a new type of pairing-assisted mean-field
resonances, resembling the Fano resonancemechanism [35].
Qualitatively, both the purely phenomenological Fano analy-
sis and the microscopic results agree in that both predict the
prevalence of populating particle-type open channel con-
figurations as indicated by q > 1. This dynamical mecha-
nism is a universal feature of all open quantum systems. The
structure results are used as an input for single-nucleon
transfer reaction calculations populating unbound states in
10Li. The dþ 9Li → pþ 10Li transfer reaction is described
by DWBA calculations following closely the approach in
[23], but updated to the present higher incident energy. In
order to account globally for dynamical core polarization
(see below) we have introduced an additional polarization
potential.
The data compared to the theoretical results folded

with experimental resolution show a number of interesting
features, shedding new light on the long-standing uncer-
tainties on the level structure of neutron-rich Li isotopes.
Figure 1 shows that the model reproduces the energy

spectrum below 200 keV with the p1=2 partial-wave
contribution (dashed pink curve). In addition to the model
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FIG. 2. Angular distributions for the dð9Li; pÞ10Li reaction
integrated over (a) Ex < 0.2 MeV, (b) Ex ¼ ½0.2; 1.0� MeV,
(c) Ex ¼ ½1.6; 2.2� MeV, and (d) Ex ¼ ½3.0; 4.0� MeV.
In (a), data have been grouped in three angular bins to
allow for significant statistics. The curves are the calculated
partial wave contributions integrated over the same energy
range. Figure legends indicate when curves have been
arbitrarily scaled (a.s.) or scaled using a best-fit procedure
(best-fit).
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prediction, we performed a shape analysis of the corre-
sponding angular distribution to investigate the possible
presence of additional near-threshold s-wave strength.
The angular distribution was fitted with different curves
corresponding to a pure p1=2 orbital, a pure s1=2 orbital, and
a mixture of the two. The best fit performed with the pure
p1=2 orbital [dashed pink curve of Fig. 2(a)] returns a chi-
square of 0.8, whereas the use of a pure s1=2 orbital [dashed
blue curve of Fig. 2(a)] returns a chi-square of 2.8. Mixing
the two curves with free weights, the best-fit procedure
returns a 100% p-wave configuration. Therefore, although
the presence of an arbitrarily small s-wave contribution
cannot be completely ruled out, the model, the data (cross
sections rapidly dropping to zero at E ¼ 0), and the best-fit
analysis of both energy spectrum and angular distribution
shape favor the p1=2 orbital and a negligible s-wave
contribution near the threshold.
The angular distribution for the 0.45 MeV resonance

[Fig. 2(b)] is reproduced by the p1=2 orbital confirming the
observation of many other experiments and the Gorkov–
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) calculation reported in
[23]. For the sake of comparison, we also report the result
of the best fit performed with a pure s1=2 orbital [blue
dashed curve of Fig. 2(b)] although it shows a worse
agreement with the data.
The 1.5 MeV resonance is not predicted by the model.

However, the shape of the corresponding angular distribution
[Fig. 2(c)] suggests an important s-wave contribution. The
result of a fit performed by using a mixture of 51% p-wave
and 49% s-wave is shown in Fig. 2(c) (black curve). The
relativep and s strengths used in the fit are extracted from the
corresponding Fano function analysis shown in the inset of
Fig. 1, integrated over 1.6 MeV < Ex < 2.2 MeV. Possible
contributions from the 3=2þ, 3=2−, and 5=2þ orbitals can
be considered secondary since the shape of their angular
distributions [arbitrarily scaled in Fig. 2(c) for comparison] is
significantly different from the measured one.
Finally, the angular distribution of the Ex ¼ 2.9 MeV

structure [Fig. 2(d)] supports a mixing of configurations.
According to the model the d-wave is the main contributor,
as predicted in [23] where an nþ 9Li 5=2þ resonance was
assigned to that region. The presence of d-wave strength
at high excitation energies is also discussed in Ref. [36].
At the same time, the shape of the distribution indicates
that adding more s-wave strength would improve the
agreement between data and model predictions.
A comparison with the dð10Be; pÞ11Be reaction at

21.4 MeV of Ref. [37] adds interesting information.
Cross sections comparable with the present experiment
are measured for the s and p resonances. This is expected
assuming that (d, p) reactions are weakly influenced by the
additional proton in 11Be. However, a suppression of the
d-wave resonance is found in our data, indicating that
the major part of the d5=2 strength must be located above
the explored energy interval.

On first sight, the spectrum seems to be dominated by the
single-particle features of n − 9Li scattering, in particular,
because the (d, p) transfer reaction will populate primarily
such doorway states. However, a closer inspection of the
spectral distribution reveals a more subtle picture. The 1=2−

resonance carries 55% of the full single particle strength,
similarly to the value obtained for the neutron p orbital in
11Be [37]. The 5=2þ resonance appears to be a low-energy
satellite with only 5% of the strength of a 5=2þ single-
neutron resonance which theoretically is obtained outside
the measured energy window. Thus, both states show
considerable core polarization effects. Also the 1=2þ state
carries only a small fraction of the single particle strength,
indicating that it cannot be a pure single particle resonance
structure, being excluded already for obvious reasons
because the mean field alone does not support s-wave
neutron resonances. The observed state must therefore
contain a considerable amount of polarization dynamics
producing a self-energy which gives rise to the observed
spectral shape. The primary source of core polarization is
the coupling to the 9Li 2þ first excited state at 2.69 MeV.
The induced self-energies will lead to energy shifts and new
poles in propagators even below the kinematical threshold,
moving part of the continuum strength downward.
Finally the spectra indicate another peculiarity of con-

tinuum spectroscopy visible in the width of the observed
states. Obviously, below the core polarization threshold,
imaginary self-energy parts, responsible for the damping
width, do not contribute. Hence, below Ex ∼ 2.69 MeV
the width of the states reflects the branching ratio into the
nþ 9Li elastic scattering channel superimposed on the
width of elastic scattering resonances in those channels
where they exist. Interestingly, a similar effect was found
some time ago in 19C when studying one-neutron removal
reactions. For that nucleus the data analysis showed that
core polarization-induced self-energies provide additional
attraction as the major source of binding [38–40].
If our conclusions from the data are correct, the

continuum level sequence in 10Li still seems to follow
the order known from bound states in stable nuclei, namely,
first populating primarily the p-shell, followed by the
(s, d)-shell, but with the caveat that considerable fractions
of spectral strength are distributed over a wider energy
window. Hence, the spectra still contain traces of the shell
structure anticipated in a fictitious stable nucleus of this
mass and charge but embedded into a considerable back-
ground of fragmented intruder components. In that respect
the situation resembles other neutron-rich nuclei, where
level inversions are a frequent observation, as in the so-
called island of inversion around 32Mg [41,42].
In conclusion, in this letter we have reported the first

measurement of the 10Li energy spectrum up to 4.6 MeV
obtained with significant statistics by the dð9Li; pÞ10Li one-
neutron transfer reaction. The angular distributions corre-
sponding to different excitation energy regions were also
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measured and discussed. The data clearly show the pres-
ence of a p1=2 resonance at Ex ¼ 0.45 MeV whereas there
is no strong evidence for a near-threshold s state. On the
other hand, the shape of the angular distribution for the
second bump at Ex ¼ 1.5 MeV indicates a significant s1=2
contribution. A third structure containing a relevant d5=2
component is observed for the first time at Ex ¼ 2.9 MeV.
Beside the important core polarization effects and the
dissolution of the shell structure in the continuum high-
lighted by the theoretical analysis, the absence of clear
evidence of an s state at low energy in the data indicates
that the level sequence in the 10Li system may not show the
shell inversion features observed in other N ¼ 7 isotones
such as 11Be.
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